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Abstract 
The research will provide an overview of music composition aesthetic of violoncello and classical guitar 

throughout music video via Long Take and Light Leak. The purposes of the study are to explain the knowledge of 

creative idea in song composing and video publishing. The result of the study showed that 1) The 5.04 minutes 

duration song was composed by using western music theories. 2) The approaches and constructions of western music 

in the song composing were explored and analyzed, it was included 7 sections. 3) The aesthetic of music composition 

for violoncello and classical guitar was filmed in 1 take and edited by using the long take and Light Leak techniques 

in order to make the audiences feel more about continuance of the song. 
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1. Introduction  
 The creative idea of composing song is presented throughout the music video that is named “Sutasinee”. 

This is inspired from the married couple. The name of the bride is used for the title of the song. The song is given to 

the couple on a behalf of love, elegance, and tenderness that are the important elements that are happen with this 

true love. The song is divided into 7 sections. There are 4 main themes that each theme is explained about the 

moment of the couple through the song and music video. The performance of violoncello and classical guitar is filmed 

by using the long take technique and edited as a video by using Light Leak techniques. 

2. Objectives  
 2.1 To explain the knowledge of creative ideas and approaches in song composing. 

 2.2 To describe the knowledge of long take video filming and editing by using Light Leak techniques. 

3. Scope of research  
 3.1 The study focused on composing the 5.02 minutes new song by applying western music theories. 

 3.2 The study concentrated on filming the music video by applying long take video filming and editing by 

using Light Leak techniques. 

4. Methodology 
 4.1 Musical Structure 
  “Sutasinee” song was composed for the wedding ceremony. The background story of the couple 

inspired the authors to compose the song for them. As for expressing the respect to the couple, the authors named 

the song in bride’s name. The song expressed and can be the representative of the love, elegance, and tenderness 

that are the important elements of true love. The song was divided into 4 themes for narrating the background story 

of the soulmate. The first theme is “Love Journey”. The second theme is “Shared life”. The next theme is “Fun and 

Relaxing”. The last theme is “Forever”. As mentioned above, the song was used to express the couple’s love story, 
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the authors composed the narrative song in place of narrating the various life - time in couple’s life. (Narut Suttajit, 

2012, pp. 104) Moreover, this song was composed by applying duo performance for violoncello and classical guitar 

approaches. The duo performance is the show that includes 2 musical instruments (Michael Tilmouth, 2001, online). 

Regarding to the song, the tempo is depended on harmony and the imagination of the composers about the married 

couple. The song took time in 5.04 minutes duration in filming.  

  The composition of “Sutasinee” song consists of 7 sections; theme A, theme B, theme C, Cadenza, 

theme D, Transition, and Recapitulation. 

 

Example 1 Music Structure of Sutasinee 

Music 

Structure 

Theme A Theme B Theme C Cadenza Theme D Transition Recapitulation 

Measure 1-24 25-41 42-62 63 64-71 72-84 85-101 

Tempo Andante Andante Andante  Andante Andante Andante 

Key A A A  A A A 

Source: (Kanyarong, T. 2020) 

   
  According to the 7 main themes, different harmony and melody were presented. As for the 

composers mentioned, there are 4 main themes in this song, the performance was displayed in symphonic harmony 

and chord by the composers’ different emotion and imagination.  

 4.2 Long take filming technique 
  Long take filming technique was applied 1 camera to take a video in 1 take for a long-time session. 

As for applying this technique in movie production, the researcher found that it can make the audiences feel like they 

are in the same place of the actors. ( Achitapol Piansukprasert,  2020, online) . The charm of animation in movies is 

expressing the realistic story and making the audiences understand the actors’ characters, story, atmosphere, and time 

duration. The long take animation is filmed without editing the scene out. This technique takes more time than usual. 

This is because actors’ directing, position marking, and camera controlling are depended on the abilities of camera 

operator and director to make the perfect video. Alfred Hitchcock, the director applied the long take technique to 

present the video that filmed for a long-time duration as the fundamental movie in One-Short-Film style in ROPE, the 

movie that was filmed in 1948 (Miller, D. A., 1991, pp. 119). 

 

 
Picture 1 The outstanding scene from the “1917” movie 
Source: (Yuenyong, J. 2020) 
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  Concerning the filming process, the long take technique took a lot if time of preparation. If there was 

a mistake even from the actors, the wrong queue and the camera position during the filming process, the whole 

scenes were retaken from the beginning. However, the hard filming process was challenged and difficult for the 

teamwork, it deserved for the audiences with the value of the long take film. This showed the quality of movie 

directing, the acting of actors, timing and emotion. 

 4.3 Changing scenes by Light Leak Transition technique 
  Transition technique for changing between the scenes was the technique that was generally used in 

order to make the scenes connect each other (Kamol Khampibool, 2011, Online) . The technique was changed from 

1 scene to another scene. Moreover, the scenes were changed with the continual feeling along with the movie. 

  Light Leak or Film Burn was the technique that was used for overlapping the scenes in the movie. 

This was noticed by the film editor who found the leaking from origin of the light in the film that was caused from 35 

mm camera sensor. The leaking light reflected on the film and made more light on film (Taya Ivanova, 2020, Online). 
The visual on the screen liked the burning film. By taking it for granted, the editor thought it was a damaged film. 

Coincidentally, the film editors and art directors recognized that it was a positive and creative work in movie. 

 

 
Picture 2 Light Leak or Film burn picture  

Source: (Yuenyong, J. 2020) 
   

  Light Leak pictures were easier to make by using computer graphic program. The pictures were 

overlapped by processing it in photoshop program and also currented by video editing programs. As for making light 

leak pictures, the camera was set in wide aperture and cover the front of the lens by some objects during the shooting 

process. To overlap the connected scenes by using the Light Leak technique could also make the vintage style film 

that was actual attractive for the modern film editors who wanted to express their works in emotional reflection art. 

 
5. Results and Discussion 
 5.1 Music Discussion 
  The first main theme, “Love Journey”, the composers wanted to express the journey of the married 

couple through the first main theme with harmony by following the example 1. The note in the first line was recognized 

that there was no amazing and various because the composers preferred the symphonic and beautiful harmony for 

the narrative music that described the journey of the couple. 
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Example 2 “Sutasinee” Theme 1 

 
Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020)  

   

  According to the example 2, the composers constructed the song by divided the harmony of A part 

into 2 sentences. Question- Answer sentences, the both sentences is meant to the relationship between phrases of 

songs and sentences of songs (Natchar Pancharoen, 2017, 92). As for the case study, however, the 2 sentences were 

related, the slight difference of Cadence was noticed in the end of both parts. Nonetheless, the last chord of both 

Question and Answer sentences are all in the Root position by playing Bass of Triad (Wibool Trakulhun, 2018, 160), 

there was difference between main theme of both sentences that the Question sentence ended with Mediant of A 

major scale in C#. The main theme of Answer sentence ended with Tonic of A major scale in A, however both A and 

C# were categorized in the same chord. Moreover, the ended note in the Question sentence is not equal to the ended 

note of main theme in Answer sentence. 
  The second main theme, Shared Life, in this theme the composers were changed time signature from 

4/4 (simple quadruple time) to 6/8 (compound duple time). The compound duple time is meant that every single bar 

was divided into 2 beats usually indicated by a 6 on the top. (Natchar Pancharoen, 2017, 44) The composers’ idea 

about this theme is to explain that a couple will dance together when they are joyful, one will embrace when another 

is depressed like a dancing movement of social dance. As for the reason, the composers came up the theme and 

rhythm in the characteristics of waltz music. The waltz music was the famous social dancing with the beautiful body 

movement in 19th century. (Natchar Sokatiyanurak, 2004, 337) 

 

Example 3 “Sutasinee” Theme 2 

 
Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020)  

 
  According to the example 3, composers used the accidental to help the melodic line more 

interesting. There were four notes which was labeled with the accidental, and they were also recognized to be non-

harmonic tone because all of 4 notes were not in the same chord or in the same key of the theme. Composers 
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borrowed 3 type of non-harmonic tone to put it on this theme such as 1. Escape tone (e) 2. Upper-neighboring tone 

(n) and 3. Passing tone (p). (Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, 1995, 175) As for the case study, cadence in the last 

bar from the example 3 composers wanted to end up with half cadence (V) because of gathering second theme and 

third theme together. 

  The third theme, Fun and Relaxing, was relatedly composed with the second theme and also the 

same characteristics of waltz music. This theme revealed the exciting and joy story of a couple with the beautiful and 

lively melodic line. Moreover, the composers were inspired to compose this theme from classical style that is melodic 

and rhythmic were not complicated, and it was simple to understand. 

 

Example 4 “Sutasinee” Theme 3 

 
Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020) 

  

  According to the example 4, the composers brought the repetition technique to compose in this 

theme. In the example 4, there were 2 main melodic lines which had their own characteristics, so the repetition was 

to repeat the same notes or groups of notes. However, the end of each melodic line was ended with different notes 

from the original. In the end of this theme, composer finished the theme with the plagal cadence that we could barely 

use in nowadays. The plagal cadence was typically involved a IV-I progression that was alike the “Amen” sung at the 

end of hymns. (Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, 1995, 156) 

  The fourth theme, Forever, composers demanded to express the endless love story of a couple. This 

melodic line of this theme was not too exciting, but it was peaceful and stable like the interpretation of the composers 

(Endless love story). Time signature was changed into 3/4 (simple triple time) instead of keeping the same time 

signature as the last two themes because composers desired to break the dancing movement with the peaceful 

movement. 

 

Example 5 “Sutasinee” Theme 4 

 
Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020) 
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  As for the case study from the fourth theme, the example 5, composer wrote the bass line on 

classical guitar line in tonic note (A). So, this technique was known as “the pedal note”. Moreover, composers also 

brought the repetition back into this theme and also composed this theme by using ornament that was the two small 

notes in front of the main theme. This ornament was known “Acciaccatura” which could be seen in 17th century. 

  There was something special more than the beautiful and lively 4 themes. The composers created 

the cadenza for the classical guitar. In term of Cadenza, cadenza could be seen and played in the concerto, and this 

section was usually composed in the last section of the concerto. As for the case study of this composition, the 

composer wrote the cadenza between the third theme and the fourth theme, and its characteristic was composed 

by using the chromatic melody that bring the note which was not in the key to be a melodic line by using a accidental. 

 

Example 6 “Sutasinee” Cadenza 

 
Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020) 

  
 5.2 Music Video Discussion 
  The music video expresses the performance of classical guitar and violincello players in the song of 

“Sutasinee” in 5.04 minutes duration. The surrounded atmosphere of the afternoon light is reflected inside the 

buildings. The musical performance is filmed depended on the harmony of the song by using long take technique 

that there is no cutting scene from the film. This results in the aesthetic visual art. The art works that are created by 

human and can be visualized (Kamjorn Soonpongsri, 2012, pp. 39). During turning the camera, the pictures in the film 

are put the Light Leak transition in order to make the audiences feel the emotion in the movie. Furthermore, this 

technique makes the video smooth likes watercolor painting. 

  The first part of the video, the texts are showed in the middle of the screen and slightly faded out 

by Light Leak transition technique. This explicates clearly that the composers perform by playing the classical guitar 

and violincello, the camera man takes the players at the middle of the camera screen. At the main theme no.3, the 

picture gets more focusing on 2 players and more clearly depends on the intensity of the sound. The last scene of 

the music video, the camera director moves more slowly depends on the main theme no.4 and uses Light Leak 

transition technique that fades off the video until the end of the performance. 

  Long take technique makes the duration of music video similar to the real time of the real situation. 

As for the music video presenting by using this technique, the camera director can record the performance of the 

music players in real time. Without the cutting and editing the scenes out, the music video is valuable and memorable 

for the audiences. Moreover, it can also convey the feeling and intensity of the music video through the Light Leak 

technique. 
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Picture 3 Long-take technique music video with Light Leak transition technique in the “Sutasinee” song 

Source: (Yuenyong, J. 2020) 

 

6. Conclusion 
 The “Sutasinee” song is composed through violoncello and classical guitar instruments and presented in 

a kind of music video. This is inspired from the married couple. The song reveals the perspective of the composers to 

the love, elegance, and tenderness of the couple. The song is combined with 7 sections. There are 4 main themes 

that each theme is explained about the memorable moment of the couple. The composers create the song by 

applying western musical theory and construction. 
 Long take music video indicated that the realistic of the time in performance in the “Sutasinee” song is 

valuable and memorable. The music video reflects the emotion and feeling via the Light Leak transition technique. 

The smooth visual on the screen can also attach the audiences’ feeling to the song. 
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Picture 4 Part of Music Score “Sutasinee” 

Source: (Wanpakdee, P. 2020) 
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